Floor Pads
All KleenLine Floor Pads by WAXIE are manufactured to the highest quality standards to provide consistent performance and excellent results for all your floor maintenance needs. They
are designed to do the job right the first time, every time whether it be for stripping, scrubbing, cleaning or burnishing. KleenLine Floor Pads are value priced to keep costs
down without compromising quality.

KleenLine Black Stripping Pad

Conventional speed 175-600 RPM. Used for stripping finish, dirt & buildup from floors.

KleenLine High Performance Stripping Pad

Conventional speed 175-600 RPM. Quickly and thoroughly removes old finish, dirt and
buildup. The unique open web design allows the stripping solution to flow through pad to
rinse out dirt and reduce loading for increased pad to floor contact and more efficient stripping. Designed for heavy finish buildup, quick stripping and stain removal.

KleenLine Red Buffing Pad

Conventional speed 175-600 RPM. For light scrubbing, cleans without dulling floor finish.
Also designed to be used for spray buffing. Cleans when damp, buffs when dry. Quickly
cleans and removes scuff marks while polishing floors to a high gloss.

KleenLine Blue Cleaning Pad

Conventional speed 175-600 RPM. Used for heavy-duty scrubbing prior to recoating.
Removes dirt, spills and scuffs, leaving a clean surface ready for recoating.

KleenLine White Polishing Pad

Conventional speed 175-1000 RPM. Use to buff very soft finishes or use for
polishing soft waxes on wood floors.

KleenLine Tan Burnishing Pad

Ultra high speed 1500 RPM and above. For use on harder finished or in high traffic
areas. Produces brilliant “wet look” gloss. Exceptional durability and life. Best for scratch
and scuff removal.

Item #

Description

Size

Pack

262036

Black Stripping Pad

17"

5/cs

262032

Black Stripping Pad

20"

5/cs

262034

High Performance Stripping Pad

20"

5/cs

262039

Red Buffing Pad

13"

5/cs

262040

Red Buffing Pad

14"

5/cs

262037

Red Buffing Pad

17"

5/cs

262031

Red Buffing Pad

20"

5/cs

262035

Blue Cleaning Pad

17"

5/cs

262033

Blue Cleaning Pad

20"

5/cs

262038

White Polishing Pad

17"

5/cs

262030

White Polishing Pad

20"

5/cs

262041

Tan Burnishing Pad

20"

5/cs

WAXIE’s Training

The first step to beautiful floors is proper training.
• Our skilled Sanitary Maintenance Consultants
offer on-site consulting for all your
cleaning needs.

• WAXIE has a dedicated staff of Equipment
and Chemical Specialists to assist
with personalized equipment and
cleaning methods.
• WAXIE offers seminars and training at
our state-of-the-art facilities. WAXIE is
the leader in cleaning maintenance technology, offering our
customers cost effective and
cutting edge solutions to
their maintenance
needs.

(800) 995-4466
www.waxie.com

Corporate Headquarters
9353 Waxie Way
San Diego, CA 92123

